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1) Introduction  

Argentina has an active movie actors community. In this work a connection between actors 
exists if both actors have been together in a movie / or tv show chapter. The dataset was created 
from scratch.

First the list of Argentine movies and tv shows from 2001 to 2013 was obtained from Wikipedia 
(table #1). 

Secondly the list of actors was obtained from imdb, the actors that where in less than 6 movies 
and or tv. shows, have been removed.

For the remaining list of actors (table #4), all the movies and their list of actors where obtained, 
and finally,  a  network  was buid  where  an edge between two actors  mean that  they  where 
together in a movie/tv show.

The edges are weighted based on the amount of movies or tv shows when they where together 
(independently if they interacted during the movie).

The network has 316 nodes (Actors) and 2164 edges.

2) Obtaining data  

The data acquisition has many technical details because the network was created from scratch.  The 
scripts are in the section “Source Code”, all the data was obtained from two places:

1) Wikipedia

2) IMDB.com

From wikipedia where obtained which movies where done in Argentina in the period 2001 – 
2013.  The movies where obtained in this URL:
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anexo:Pel%C3%ADculas_argentinas_de_2013

The Wikipedia webpage has this information:

(table #1)
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The title was copied into a text file and with a script, its content looks like this:

(picture #1)

The movies title search in IMDB:

(picture #2)

At this point, there was acquired this data:

(table #2)

Some titles were not found, if they couldn't be found manually, the movie title was excluded 
from the dataset.  Now, using the “IMDB id” the Director's Name was searched, this helped to gain  
confidence that the movie title obtained from IMDB was the same than the found in Wikipedia.  To do 
this the “IMDB id” is writtein in a file and then another program brings the data from IMDB:

(picture #3)

(picture #4)
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Part of the table with the movies can be observed in the table #3.

(table #3)

With an  Open Office  Spreadsheet  formula,  the  fields  “Director  (Wikipedia)”  and “Director 
(IMDB)” where compared if they match.  In the examples from table #3, all they match, that means 
that the movie obtained from Wikipedia is exactly the movie I was looking for.  If this is not the case, it 
was  fixed manually searching for it in IMDB.  Next, all the documentary genre was deleted, because 
they have few or none actors.  Once the data was cleaned, the actor names were counted to keep the  
actors that participated in 6 or more movies.

The IMDB id from all the movies should be copied inside a file, and then the script to obtain the 
movies data is re-run.  The picture #4 shows the IMDB id in the Excel file, that is written in the 
“res.txt” file and after running the “buscar_detalles.sh” script, it gets the movie data from IMDB.

(picture #4)

The output from the script that looks for the actors is redirected into a file, and then the actors 
are counted the time they appear in different movies.  The actual command used can be looked in the  
picture #5.

(picture #5)
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The actors that appear in 6 or more movies are kept, this is the resulting list:

(table #4)

This IMDB id from the actors that appear almost 6 times are put into a file, and then the script  
“actores_pelis.sh” is re-executed (picture #6).

(Picture #6)

The picture #7 displays the movie actors that appear in more than 6 movies/tv shows (left), their 
IMDB id is written in the file act.txt, and then the script “actores_pelis.sh” is executed (right), this 
script creates one file per actor and inside each file are all the movies where he appeared.  Finally, the  
script “buscar_pelis_actor.pl” is executed with each of these files as argument.  The source code #1 in 
the next page describes it further.

(Picture #7)
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And now, for each movie all the actors are acquired.  There will be movies where two actors worked, 
only one instance from each movie will be used, in this step that is done:
 Start of Source Code #1 

> res.txt

for i in `ls pelis`; do

./buscar_pelis_actor.pl pelis/${i} | sed 's/.*\/title\///g' | sed 's/\/.*//g'| sed 's/".*//g' >> 
res.txt;

done

cat res.txt | sort | uniq > /tmp/res.txt;

mv /tmp/res.txt res.txt;

./buscar_detalles.sh > demas/movies.txt;

cat demas/movies.txt | cut f1,7 | sort | uniq | sed 's/ (nm[09]*)//g' | cut f2 | sed 's/^;//g' > 
per2.txt

 End Of Source Code #1 

(Picture #8)

The movies.txt file has 892 tv shows in total with its actors, genre, director, genre and year.  The file 
“per2.txt” has all the actors for the movies, and the movies are counted only once.

The  Network  file  format 
choosen  was  gml.   The 
network file format  is created 
with  the  mat2.pl  script,  with 
this command.  The script code 
can  be  found  in  the  “Source 
Code” section.  This command 
is used to create the gml file:
./mat2.pl > red3.gml

The edges  weight  represents 
the  amount  of  times  an  actor 
has  worked  together  with 
another  actor  in  a  movie.   It 
keeps  only  nodes  with  edges 
with  weight  greater  than  6. 
This  threshold  is  displayed in 
the picture #9.

(picture #9)
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3) Data Analysis  

The network is undirected and has 316 Nodes and 2164 Edges.

a) Average Degree

The average degree is 13.696

(Picture #10)

Using an exponential function the sizes of nodes have been set proportional to their degree.  
Using this method it was easy to  visualy identify the highest degree nodes.  A high degree in this 
network means that the actor participated with many other actors.  This could have been because the tv 
show had many seasons or many actors.

(Picture #11)

The actor  Facundo Espinosa [10] may have in this network a high degree because he did a 
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variety of different characters being part of important tv shows.  He was in the Tv Show “Los Roldán 
(TV Series)” [2] and “Son amores (TV Series)” [3], two high rating tv shows.  In addition, he was in 
“Campeones de la vida (TV Series)” [1].  The other actors also have a high degree but the difference 
with Facundo Espinosa is considerable.

b) Power Law Distribution

To determine if the network is power law distributed the software R was used.
# Reading the Network

library(igraph)

g = read.graph("red3.gml",format="gml")

d < degree(g)

# Plot of Degree and Frequency

mm < table(d)

degree_val <as.numeric(data.frame(mm)$d)

degree_count < data.frame(mm)$Freq

plot(degree_val, degree_count, xlab="Degree", ylab="Frequency")

(picture #12)
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# The frequency and degree in a loglog plot.  Fitting a stright line to obtain the slope (alpha)

mm < table(d)

degree_val < as.numeric(data.frame(mm)$d)

degree_count < data.frame(mm)$Freq

plot(log(degree_val), log(degree_count), xlab="log Degree", ylab="log Frequency")

abline ( lm(log(degree_val) ~ log(degree_count))

With a log-log plot of the degree and its frequency 
it do not  follows a power law distribution.

(picture #13)

c) Network Layout

For the Layout the ForceAtlas was used, the picture 14 has the 
arguments used.

(picture #14)
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d) Finding Communities

Using gephi and the Modularity Algorithm, 9 communities were found.

(picture #15)

A color is assigned to each community.

(Picture #16)

The 9 communities correspond to tv series, each has a color.  This 
was validated by searching the actors  and they match the ones that 
participated.  The actors with larger degree and weight in their links are 
the ones that had a more important role in the tv show.  This is because 
they were in more chapters.

The  purple  community  is  the  tv  show “Campeones  de  la  vida 
(1999)” (Champions of Life) [1].  This was a tv show with two seasons 
that had a very large audience.

(Picture #17)
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The red community (Picture 18) is the tv show “Los Roldan” 
(The  Roldan's  Family)  [2].   Some  actors  (Luciano  Castro, 
Facundo Espinosa) from the purple community were also part 
of the tv show “Los Roldan”.  But they had stronger ties to the 
tv show “Champions of Life”.

The Blue community (Picture 18) has actors from the tv show 
“Son Amores” (Belowed Ones) [3].

(Picture #18)
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This  yellow  Clique  means  that  all  the  actors  have 
worked together almost 6 times.  They are disconnected 
from the big structure,  that means that  they have not 
worked almost 6 times with any other actor included in 
the  network.   This  tv  show  is  called  “Todos  Contra 
Juan” (Everybody against Juan, 2010) (Picture #19 with 
Wikipedia info page).

(Picture #19)
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One may ask why the “Todos Contra Juan” clique is disconnected from the giant component. 
One reason may be because the this tv/show in contrast with the others was produced by a company 
called "Rosstoc", the only channel that accepted to play the tv/show was Channel 2 (the one with less 
ratings).  The first from its two seasons from this tv/show was played in the Channel 2, the first season 
lose  money  and  the  Producing  Company  Rosstoc  broke.  (http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosstoc).

In contrast with the other Tv/shows, the Companies behind the tv/shows are more powerful and 
have more rating.  There are actors that work more frequently by some Movies Companies than others, 
some of them are more expensive because they are more popular.  It is supposed that these components 
are responsible for that clique disconnected from the big component.

The light blue community are the actors from the tv show “Resistire” (I will resist) done in 2004 
[4].  The pink community is actually two different tv shows with one actor in common that participated 
in both (Gustavo Garzón [12]). One tv show is called “Los pibes del puente” (The kids from the bridge) 
[5], the other is “Vulnerables” (Vulnerables) from 2000 [6].

(table #5)

e) Closeness Centrality

It may be interesting to know which is the distribution from the distances between each node 
and the others (Closeness Centrality).

The  more  central  a  node is,  the  lower  its 
total distance to all other nodes. Closeness can 
be thought as a measure of how long it will take 
to spread information from s to all other nodes 
sequentially [8].

The 7 nodes that have a closeness of 1 are 
the disconnected clique of 7 nodes from the tv 
show “Todos Contra Juan” (All Against Juan). 

  The next actor, out of that clique is “Rafael 
Ferro” [7] (table #6).

(Picture #20)
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(Table #6)

Rafael Ferro is an actor that was in at least 22 different tv shows between 2001 and 2013, in 
which he was a relevant character (interacter more than 6  times in each tv show with some other 
character).  This actor has high centrality, it may be because he is connected with many important 
acting figures (Picture #21).

(Picture #21)

f) Betweeness Centrality

The amount of pairs of individuals that need to go through an artist may give some idea of the 
importance of that movie character.

(Table #7)

Again, as in the Closeness Centrality, Rafael Ferro appears as an important figure in the actors network. 

Betweenness centrality quantifies the number of times a node acts as a bridge along the shortest 
path between two other nodes [9].

The actor Rafael Ferro appears with the highers Betweenss Centrality, this may be taken as how 
well known is he in the overall Argentine actors community, how much experience he has acting with 
others.
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4. Source Code

a) File: titulos.txt

Attached with the material.

b) Script: buscar_imdb.sh
#!/bin/bash

IFS=$'\n'

A=`cat titulos.txt`;

for j in $A; do

Y=`echo $j | sed 's/ /+/g'`;

wget "http://www.imdb.com/find?q=${Y}&s=tt" --quiet -O tmp.html

./buscar_imdb_1.pl tmp.html;

echo -n $'\t'"$j";

echo;

done;

c) Script: buscar_imdb_1.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use strict;

use LWP::UserAgent;

use LWP::Authen::Ntlm;

use Authen::NTLM;

use HTTP::Cookies;

use HTTP::Headers;

use MIME::Base64 qw(encode_base64);

use XML::Writer;

use XML::Parser;

use HTML::TreeBuilder;

use Digest::MD5 qw(md5_base64);

use Encode qw(encode_utf8);

use MIME::Base64;

if ($#ARGV+1 < 0) {

print "buscar_imdb_1.pl <filename>\n";

exit;

}

my $filename = $ARGV[0];

my $tree = HTML::TreeBuilder->new();

$tree->parse_file("$filename") or die ("No encontre $filename");

my @tablas = $tree->look_down(_tag=>'table', class => 'findList');
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foreach my $t1 (@tablas) {

my @tds = $t1->look_down('_tag' , 'td');

my $i = 0;

foreach my $t2 (@tds) {

if ($i == 1) {

my $url = $t2->as_HTML;

$url =~ s/.*title\///g;

$url =~ s/\/\?ref.*//g;

print "$url";

}

$i++;

}

}

d) Script: buscar_detalles.sh

#!/bin/bash

IFS=$'\n';

M=`cat res.txt`;

for i in $M; do

echo -n "$i";

wget "http://www.imdb.com/title/${i}/fullcredits?ref_=tt_ov_st_sm" --quiet -O tmp.html;

wget "http://www.imdb.com/title/${i}/?ref_=ttfc_fc_tt" --quiet -O genre.html;

./buscar_detalles_2.pl genre.html;

./buscar_detalles_1.pl tmp.html;

echo;

done;

e) Script: buscar_detalles_2.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use strict;

use LWP::UserAgent;

use LWP::Authen::Ntlm;

use Authen::NTLM;

use HTTP::Cookies;

use HTTP::Headers;

use MIME::Base64 qw(encode_base64);

use XML::Writer;

use XML::Parser;

use HTML::TreeBuilder;

use Digest::MD5 qw(md5_base64);
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use Encode qw(encode_utf8);

use MIME::Base64;

sub trim($) {

        my $string = shift;

        $string =~ s/^\s+//;

        $string =~ s/\s+$//;

        return $string;

}

if ($#ARGV+1 < 0) {

print "buscar_detalles_1.pl <filename>\n";

exit;

}

my $filename = $ARGV[0];

my $tree = HTML::TreeBuilder->new();

$tree->parse_file("$filename") or die ("No encontre $filename");

my $typeshow = $tree->look_down(_tag=>'meta', property=>'og:type');

exit if ($typeshow->as_HTML =~ /video.tv_show/);

my $pais = "";

my $elanio;

my @tablas = $tree->look_down(_tag=>'div', class => 'txt-block');

foreach my $t1 (@tablas) {

my @tds = $t1->look_down('_tag'=>'a');

foreach my $tadeo (@tds) {

if (defined($tadeo)) {

my $llo = $tadeo->as_HTML;

if ($llo =~ /country/) {

$llo =~ s/.*">//g;

$llo =~ s/<\/.*//g;

$pais = "$llo;$pais";

}

}

}

}

print "\t";

my @genre = $tree->look_down(_tag=>'span', itemprop=>'genre');

foreach my $g (@genre) {

my $tt = $g->as_text;

print ";$tt";

}

my @meme = $tree->look_down(_tag=>'meta', itemprop=>'datePublished');
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if (!(defined($meme[0]))) {

$elanio = "";

} else {

$elanio = $meme[0]->as_HTML;

$elanio =~ s/.*tent="//g;

$elanio =~ s/".*//g;

}

print "\t$pais\t$elanio";

f) Script: buscar_detalles_1.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use strict;

use LWP::UserAgent;

use LWP::Authen::Ntlm;

use Authen::NTLM;

use HTTP::Cookies;

use HTTP::Headers;

use MIME::Base64 qw(encode_base64);

use XML::Writer;

use XML::Parser;

use HTML::TreeBuilder;

use Digest::MD5 qw(md5_base64);

use Encode qw(encode_utf8);

use MIME::Base64;

sub trim($) {

        my $string = shift;

        $string =~ s/^\s+//;

        $string =~ s/\s+$//;

        return $string;

}

if ($#ARGV+1 < 0) {

print "buscar_detalles_1.pl <filename>\n";

exit;

}

my $filename = $ARGV[0];

my $tree = HTML::TreeBuilder->new();

$tree->parse_file("$filename") or die ("No encontre $filename");
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my $typeshow = $tree->look_down(_tag=>'meta', property=>'og:type');

exit if ($typeshow->as_HTML =~ /video.tv_show/);

my @title = $tree->look_down(_tag=>'div', class=> 'parent');

print "\t" . $title[0]->as_text;

my @tablas = $tree->look_down(_tag=>'table', class => 'simpleTable simpleCreditsTable');

print "\t";

foreach my $t1 (@tablas) {

my @tds = $t1->look_down('_tag' , 'td');

foreach my $tdir (@tds) {

my $dirname = trim($tdir->as_text);

next if ($dirname eq "");

print ";$dirname";

}

last;

}

print "\t";

@tablas = $tree->look_down(_tag=>'table', class => 'cast_list');

foreach my $t1 (@tablas) {

my @trs = $t1->look_down(_tag=>'td', class=> 'itemprop');

foreach my $t2 (@trs) {

my $actorname = trim($t2->as_text);

my $ttinfo = trim($t2->as_HTML);

$ttinfo =~ s/.*\/name\///g;

$ttinfo =~ s/\/.*//g;

#$actorname =~ s/.*">//;

#$actorname =~ s/<\/.*//g;

print ";$actorname ($ttinfo)";

}

}

g) Script: actores_peli.sh
#!/bin/bash

IFS=$'\n';

M=`cat act.txt | sed 's/.*(//' | sed 's/).*//g'`;

for i in $M; do

echo -n "$i";

wget "http://www.imdb.com/name/${i}/" --quiet -O pelis/${i}.html;

echo;

done;
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h) Script: buscar_pelis_actor.pl

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use strict;

use LWP::UserAgent;

use LWP::Authen::Ntlm;

use Authen::NTLM;

use HTTP::Cookies;

use HTTP::Headers;

use MIME::Base64 qw(encode_base64);

use XML::Writer;

use XML::Parser;

use HTML::TreeBuilder;

use Digest::MD5 qw(md5_base64);

use Encode qw(encode_utf8);

use MIME::Base64;

sub trim($) {

        my $string = shift;

        $string =~ s/^\s+//;

        $string =~ s/\s+$//;

        return $string;

}

if ($#ARGV+1 < 0) {

print "buscar_directores.pl <filename>\n";

exit;

}

my $filename = $ARGV[0];

my $tree = HTML::TreeBuilder->new();

$tree->parse_file("$filename") or die ("No encontre $filename");

my @tablas = $tree->look_down(_tag=>'div', class=>'filmo-category-section');

my @lasa = $tablas[0]->look_down(_tag=>'a');

my $tmpid = 0;

my %titulos = ();

my %capitulos = ();

foreach my $t1 (@lasa) {

my $tmpi = $t1->as_HTML;

if ($tmpi =~ /title/) {

my ($pelid) = $tmpi =~ /.*_act_([0-9]*)".*/;
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next if (!(defined($pelid)));

if (!(defined($titulos{"$pelid"}))) {

$titulos{"$pelid"} = $tmpi;

$capitulos{"$pelid"} = 1;

} else {

$capitulos{"$pelid"}++;

}

}

}

foreach my $t1 (@lasa) {

my $tmpi = $t1->as_HTML;

if ($tmpi =~ /title/) {

my ($pelid) = $tmpi =~ /.*_act_([0-9]*)".*/;

next if (!(defined($pelid)));

if ($capitulos{"$pelid"} == 1) {

print "$tmpi\n";

} else {

next if ($titulos{"$pelid"} eq $tmpi);

my $titulo_nombre = $titulos{"$pelid"};

$titulo_nombre =~ s/.*[0-9]"//g;

$titulo_nombre =~ s/<\/a.*//g;

print "==[$tmpi]===[$titulo_nombre]\n";

}

}

}

i) Script: mat2.pl
#!/usr/bin/perl

open F, "per2.txt" or die ("not possible;");

my %actores = ();

my $cont = 0;

while (<F>) {

chomp;

my @actores_l = split(/;/);

foreach my $a (@actores_l) {

if (!(defined($actores{"$a"}))) {

$actores{"$a"} = $cont;

$cont = $cont + 1;

}

}
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}

print "graph [

directed 0

";

my %edges = ();

seek (F, 0,0) ;

while (<F>) {

chomp;

my @actores_l = split(/;/);

for (my $i; $i < scalar(@actores_l); $i++) {

for (my $j = ($i+1); $j < scalar(@actores_l); $j++) {

my $a = $actores_l[$i];

my $b = $actores_l[$j];

my $ejenombre;

if ($actores{"$a"} < $actores{"$b"}) {

$ejenombre = $actores{"$a"} . "," . $actores{"$b"};

} else {

$ejenombre = $actores{"$b"} . "," . $actores{"$a"};

}

if (!(defined($edges{"$ejenombre"}))) {

$edges{"$ejenombre"} = 1;

} else {

$edges{"$ejenombre"}++;

}

}

}

}

my @aparecen = ();

foreach my $k (keys %edges) {

my ($a,$b) = split (/,/, $k);

my $c = $edges{"$k"};

next if ($c < 6);

if (! ( grep { $_ eq "$a"} @aparecen)) {

push (@aparecen, $a);

}

if (! ( grep { $_ eq "$b"} @aparecen)) {

push (@aparecen, $b);

}

}
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foreach my $k (keys %actores) {

if ( (grep({$_ eq $actores{"$k"} } @aparecen))) {

print "\tnode [\n\tid " . $actores{"$k"} . "\n\tlabel \"$k\"\n]\n";

}

}

foreach my $k (keys %edges) {

my ($a,$b) = split (/,/, $k);

my $c = $edges{"$k"};

next if ($c < 6);

print "edge [\n";

print "\tsource $a\n\ttarget $b\n\tweight $c\n\t]\n";

}

print "\n]";

close F;
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